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Introduction to Computer Networks

Professors Philip Levis and Nick McKeown

Problem Set 2 – Due Friday Nov 30, 2012 at 5pm.
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SUNet ID: @stanford.edu

(SCPD only) Route my pset back via email:

• Stanford students should turn in their problem
sets in the submissions box outsid of Gates 284.

• SCPD students should scan a copy of your problem
set and submit it as a pdf through
https://www.stanford.edu/class/cs144/cgi-
bin/submit/.

• Keep your answers concise. We will deduct points for
a correct answer that also includes incorrect or
irrelevant information.
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I Multiple Choice

Read these instructions: in the following questions, check all listed assertions that appear
to be correct. There is at least one correct assertion per question, but there may be more.
Each correct assertion checked will earn you one point. For each incorrect assertion you
check, you will lose one point. If you do not know an answer, checking no assertion will
neither earn you nor lose you any points.

1. TCP I

Which of the following are true statements about TCP:

A The Slow-Start algorithm increases a sources rate of transmission faster than ”ad-
ditive increase”.

B A sources retransmission timeout value (RTO) is always set equal to the measured
RTT.

C If RTO is too small, it might lead to unnecessary retransmissions.

D A sources retransmission timeout value is set to a value that increases with the
variance in measured RTT values.

2. Elasticity Buffer

An elasticity buffer is used to store bits arriving at a network interface. When a new
packet arrives, the receiver always lets the elasticity buffer fill half-way before reading
bits from it. If the elasticity buffer is 200 bits and the clocks of the transmitter and
receiver have a minimum frequency of 99.9MHz and a maximum frequency of 100.1MHz,
which of the following statements are true:

A All packets have to be less than or equal to 6,250 bytes long.

B All packets have to be less than or equal to 4500 bytes long.

C The two clocks have a tolerance of +/- 1000ppm.

D The two clocks have a tolerance of +/- 10ppm.

E The transmitters clock is always faster than the receivers clock.
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3. TCP II

TCP guarantees a reliable, in-order stream of data. Which of the following are true?

A When a sender receives an acknowledgement with ACK sequence number A, it
knows that all the data up to and including byte A-1 has been correctly received
by the destination.

B When a sender receives an acknowledgement with ACK sequence number A, it
knows that all the data with a sequence number greater than A has not been
received by the destination.

C In TCP Reno, a senders initial congestion window is typically 2 segments.

D In TCP Reno, a senders initial congestion window can be based on the other
endpoints advertised flow control window.

E All TCP variants are required to follow a go-back-N retransmission policy.

4. Link layer

Which of the following are true?

A An Ethernet switch can interconnect a 10Mb/s Ethernet network and a 1Gb/s
Ethernet.

B An Ethernet hub (or repeater) can interconnect a 10Mb/s Ethernet network and
a 1Gb/s Ethernet.

C An Ethernet network cannot detect collisions until it has computed a checksum
over the frame.

D 4B/5B has a lower overhead than Manchester encoding.

E The 802.11b WiFi protocol incorporates a link-layer ACK not present in regular
Ethernet.
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5. DNS I

Suppose you query a root name server for an A record for www.facebook.com. What
is the most likely reply?

Circle the best answer.

A An answer section including a single A record for www.facebook.com.

B An answer section including an NS record for facebook.com and an additional
section containing an A record for the named host.

C An answer section including more than one A record for www.facebook.com

D An authority section of one or more NS records for .com name servers and no
additional section.

E An authority section of one or more NS records for .com name servers and an
additional section of NS records for other root servers.

F An authority section of one or more NS records for .com name servers and an
additional section of A records for those name servers.

6. DNS II

Your friend has hired a service to serve DNS records for her domain. She almost imme-
diately adds an A record to her domain and finds that she can look it up immediately
and doesn’t share it with anyone. A few weeks later, she then modifies the A record
but finds that lookups are still going to the old address. She tries several different
computers, including yours. She asks you what is wrong. Which answer is the most
likely cause?

Circle the best answer.

A The DNS provider has updated its database but your friend’s DNS resolver still
has the old A resource record whose TTL hasn’t expired.

B All of the computers have cached A records for the name whose TTL has not
expired.

C The DNS provider has updated its database but is waiting for the TTL on the
existing A record to expire before updating it.

D The DNS provider, now safe that she’s a customer, is being lazy and not quickly
updating its database.
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7. DNS II

You issue a recursive query for www.stanford.edu to the DNS root servers. Which of
the following are likely to be true about the response? Check all that apply.

A The response will include an A record for www.stanford.edu.

B The response will include an NS record for the .edu domain.

C The response will include an A record for root name servers.

D The response will include an additional section.

E The response will have the RA bit set in its header.

F The response will have the TC bit set in its header.

G The response will have the RD bit set in its header.

8. CSMA/CD

A CSMA/CD network operates at 100Mb/s. The maximum distance between any pair
of end hosts is 10km. What is the minimum size packet a host should send in order
to detect collisions before it finishes transmitting the packet? Assume a propagation
speed of 2 × 108m/s.

Circle the best answer.

A 100 bits.

B 10,000 bits.

C 53 bytes.

D 2,000 bits.
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9. NAT I

Your friend runs a server that responds to commands which let you probe NAT behavior.
You can send commands which have the server respond with the observed IP and port
in a message payload respond from a different port, and respond from a different IP
address. Your host has a local address of 10.1.2.6 and you send UDP segments from
port 5000. From this single port, you send UDP commands to the two IPs your friends
server has, 17.1.1.1 and 17.1.1.2. The commands are sent to destination port 5001 on
both of these IP addresses. You find that your friends server observes your commands
coming from the same IP address 171.55.11.2 but different ports (15353 and 15366).
What kind of NAT are you most likely behind?

Circle the best answer.

A Full cone

B Restricted cone

C Port restricted

D Symmetric

10. NAT II

You use the same setup as above but connect to the Internet from a separate friends
home network (so are behind a different NAT). You repeat the above experiment and
find that the server sees your packets coming from a single UDP port across different
destination address/port pairs. You then send commands to the server from UDP port
5000 to server port 6006. You ask the server to send you a reply from a different IP
address and source port 6006. You cannot receive the replies. Which type of NAT are
you most likely behind?

Circle the best answer.

A Full cone

B Restricted cone

C Port restricted

D Symmetric
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II Longer Questions

11. [10 points]:

Physical Layer. You are asked to implement a coding scheme for a high speed elec-
trical link, in which 3 bits are sent every 1ns. You measure the signal to noise ratio
of the link, and find it to be 30dB. With a spectrum analyzer you determine that the
bandwidth of the cable is 100MHz. Assuming that the noise is Gaussian, is it possible
to design the link so that it has an arbitrarily low bit-error rate?

Answer: (Yes/No)

Explain your answer:
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12. [20 points]:

TCP throughput. In this question we will explore the throughput of a TCP flow
during the “slow-start” phase. In our model, we will assume that during “slow-start”,
a TCP source sets the window size, W , equal to one initially, and then increases W by
one for each packet for which it receives an acknowledgement. We will assume that the
RTT is constant.

a. On the axes below, sketch the evolution of W as a function of time until the first
packet is dropped.
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b. Assume that the first packet is dropped when W = Wmax. We will define the
throughput to be the number of packets successfully received divided by the time
to send the packets. Show that the throughput of the flow (up until the first drop)
is approximately:

T =
2Wmax − 2

RTT (1 + log2Wmax)
(1)
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c. A 10kbyte webpage is downloaded using TCP with an RTT of 100ms and a bot-
tleneck link rate of 1Mb/s. All packets are 1kbyte long. If slow-start begins
with a window size of 1 packet, is it likely to leave slow-start before it finishes
transmission? Assume all http headers are included in the 10kbytes.

Answer: (Yes/No)

Explain your answer:
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13. [20 points]:

CSMA/CD. This question explores an alternative to CSMA/CD which attempts to
decrease the minimum packet size, without expanding the network. We normally require
for CSMA/CD that: P/R ≥ 2L/c, where P is the packet size, R is the link rate, L is
the link length and c is the speed of propagation.

1. Why is it important for a transmitting station to be able to detect a collision
before it completes transmission?

2. If we know that there is a minimum distance between adjacent nodes, Lmin, we
can use a smaller packet size P , yet still allow an end host to uniquely determine
which packet collided. Derive and write down a new equation for P/R in terms of
L, c and Lmin.
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III Forward error correction

Suppose you have a physical layer that operates on 24 · 28 = 672-byte blocks. The physical
layer requires that two separate encodings be applied. First, data bits (Level 0) are trans-
formed into an intermediary “Level 1” representation. Then a second encoding transforms
the Level 1 representation into chips (Level 2):

a0! a1! a2! a31! b0! b1! b2! w31!x0! x1! x2! x31!

a0! a1! a2! a27! b0! b1! b2! w27!x0! x1! x2! x27! 24	  chunks	  of	  28	  bytes	  

24	  chunks	  of	  32	  bytes	  

a0! x0!b0! w0! 32	  chunks	  of	  24	  bytes	  

Reed-‐Solomon	  

a31! x31!b31! w31!

Interleaving	  

(1)	  

(2)	  

(0)	  

a1! x30!

Level	  

Without these two encodings—if chips were just equal to bits—any single-chip error would
cause a block to be received incorrectly. The next two questions explore what happens when
you apply one or both of the above encodings.

14. [10 points]:

Level 1 encoding breaks the original 672 bytes into 24 chunks (a, b, c , . . . , x) of 28 bytes
each (a0, a1, . . . , a27). It applies a (32,28) Reed-Solomon code to each of the 28-byte
chunks. Recall from Lecture 13 that an (n, k) Reed-Solomon code can recover from
n− k erasures and (n− k)/2 errors. In the figure, a5 means the sixth unencoded data
byte of chunk a while a5 means the sixth byte of the Reed-Solomon coding of chunk a.

Suppose we stopped after this first encoding and defined the physical-layer chips to be
the Level 1 encoding of the bits. With this definition, each 28-byte (228-bit) chunk
would be transmitted as 256 (= 32 · 8) chips. Thus, an encoded block would represent
672 data bytes (5,376 bits) with 8 · 768 = 6, 144 chips.

What is the shortest string of consecutive chip errors that can corrupt a block if the
one-level encoding is used? Hint: consider how many encoded bytes must be corrupted,
then the shortest string of consecutive chip errors that can corrupt that many encoded
bytes.

Shortest string: consecutive chips
Justify your answer:
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15. [5 points]:

Interleaving is an error correction technique that spreads errors in order to be more
robust to strings of consecutive chip errors. Level 2 encoding uses interleaving to
transform the 24 chunks of 32 bytes into 32 chunks of 24 bytes, as shown in the above
figure. Where Level 1 chunk e is bytes e0 through e31, in Level 2 encoding chunk 5 is
bytes a5 through x5.

What is the shortest string of consecutive chip errors that can corrupt a level 2 encoded
block? Hint: consider a minimal set of encoded bytes that must be corrupted, then the
shortest string of consecutive chip errors that can corrupt those encoded bytes.

Shortest string: consecutive chips
Justify your answer:
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